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We measure the relative rate of production of orbitally excited (L51) states of B mesons (B**) by
observing their decays into Bp6. We reconstruct B mesons through semileptonic decay channels using data
collected in pp¯ collisions at As51.8 TeV. The fraction of light B mesons that are produced as L51B** states
is measured to be 0.2860.06~stat!60.03~syst!. We also measure the collective mass of the B** states, and
quantify the result by quoting the ~model-dependent! mass of the lowest B** state to be m(B1)55.71
60.02 GeV/c2.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.64.072002 PACS number~s!: 14.40.Nd, 13.20.He, 13.25.Hw
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I. INTRODUCTION
The label ‘‘B**’’ is a collective name for the four lowest-
lying L51 states of B mesons. The low-lying part of the B
meson spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 1. As a result of heavy-
quark effective theory ~HQET! @1#, the heavy quark de-
couples from the light degrees of freedom in the mb→‘
limit, and thus the B** states are usually labeled by the total
angular momentum j of the light quark q, i.e., Jq5L% Sq .
For the L51 states, this results in two doublets: B0* and B1*
for jq5 12 , and B1 and B2* for jq5 32 . The states within each
doublet should be degenerate in mass by HQET and have the
same total strong-interaction width. The 1/mb corrections
turn out to be significant and break this degeneracy. The
states in the jq5 12 doublet are expected to be broad since
they can decay through an S-wave transition, whereas the
jq5 32 states decay through a D-wave transition and are
therefore thought to be narrow.
The motivation for studying the B** states is twofold.
First, the combination of a heavy and a light quark is the
closest QCD analogue of the hydrogen system in QED and is
therefore an interesting testing ground for nonperturbative
theoretical models. Second, the B** states are expected to
decay strongly into Bp6, so the charge of the pion from
their decay can be used to determine the flavor of the weakly
decaying b quark at the time of its production. By ‘‘flavor’’
we mean whether the bottom quark involved is a b or b¯
quark, the common terminology adopted in B0 mixing and
CP-violation studies. This mechanism contributes to the B
flavor-tagging technique proposed in Ref. @2# and success-
fully employed in Refs. @3–6#.
Early theoretical predictions @7# of the masses and the
widths for these states were obtained by extrapolation from
the measured properties of other heavy-light quark systems
based on the gross features of heavy-quark symmetry @1#.
Calculations in the nonrelativistic valence-quark approxima-
tion @8# and the fully relativistic light-quark model @9# have
also become available. The latter model is in good agreement
with the properties of the observed heavy-light mesons and
heavy quarkonia. The predictions of the three approaches are
listed in Table I. To date the B** states have been observed
only in the e1e2 environment at LEP @10–13# with proper-
ties in reasonable agreement with the expectations.
In this paper we present a measurement of the production
rate and the mass of the B** states using a sample of B
mesons partially reconstructed through their semileptonic de-
cays into charm mesons. The data were collected with the
Collider Detector at Fermilab ~CDF! at the Tevatron pp¯ col-
lider. This analysis is closely related to that of Ref. @5#, and a
number of results presented there are not repeated here.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II gives a brief overview of the CDF detector and the
details of data selection and B** reconstruction; Sec. III lists
the backgrounds to the B** signal; Sec. IV A explains the
fitting procedure and links in the treatment of the most im-
portant backgrounds; the results and estimated uncertainties
are presented in Sec. IV B; and finally Sec. V contains a
summary.
II. THE CDF DETECTOR AND DATA SELECTION
A. Apparatus
This analysis was performed on the data collected with
the CDF at the Tevatron collider during the 1992–1996 data-
taking period. The integrated luminosity of this data sample
is 110 pb21 of pp¯ collisions at As51.8 TeV. A full descrip-
tion of the detector can be found in Refs. @14#, @15#. Here we
describe briefly only the subsystems relevant to the analysis.
We use a cylindrical coordinate system with the z axis
pointing along the beam direction. The polar angle u is mea-
sured from the direction of the proton beam, and the azi-
muthal angle f from the horizontal plane. The pseudorapid-
ity, h52ln@tan(u/2)# , is frequently used in place of the
polar angle. Some quantities are measured only in the plane
transverse to the beam line; these are denoted with the sub-
script ‘‘T,’’ e.g., pT5p sin u is the transverse momentum of a
particle and ET5E sin u its transverse energy.
The tracking systems are located inside a superconducting
solenoid, which generates a 1.4 T magnetic field. The silicon
vertex detector ~SVX! @15# is a solid-state tracking device
located immediately outside the beam pipe. It consists of
four layers of silicon microstrip detectors at radii ranging
from 3.0 to 7.9 cm. The SVX provides a measurement of the
impact parameter of tracks in the plane transverse to the
beam axis with a resolution of sd5(13140/pT) mm, where
pT is in GeV/c; it does not measure the longitudinal coordi-
nates of tracks. The outermost tracking device is the central
tracking chamber ~CTC!, a drift chamber providing a three-
dimensional measurement of tracks in the region uhu,1.1
from the nominal pp¯ interaction point. The combined SVX-
CTC system enables us to measure transverse track momenta
with the resolution dpT /pT’A(0.9pT)21(6.6)231023,
where pT is in GeV/c . Between the SVX and the CTC lies a
set of time-projection chambers measuring the longitudinal
positions of the pp¯ interaction vertices.
FIG. 1. Predicted spectrum and dominant decays of the low-
lying B meson states.
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The calorimeters are situated outside the solenoid, and
consist of ‘‘towers’’ pointing to the interaction region. Each
tower covers 15° in f and 0.1 in h. The central electromag-
netic calorimeter (uhu,1.1) is an 18 radiation length lead-
scintillator stack with a proportional chamber for measure-
ment of the transverse shower profile. Its position resolution
is about 2 mm, and the energy resolution is dET /ET
5A(13.5%/AET)21(2%)2, where ET is in GeV. Outside it
is the iron scintillator central hadronic calorimeter, which is
4.5 interaction lengths thick and provides measurements with
a resolution dET /ET5A(50%/AET)21(3%)2, where ET is
again in GeV.
The central muon chambers ~CMU’s! are located outside
the calorimeters and cover the region uhu,0.6 with 85%
coverage in f. Beyond the CMU there is an additional ab-
sorber of 60 cm of steel followed by the central muon up-
grade chambers ~CMP’s! ~uhu,0.6 with 65% coverage!.
Both are made up of four layers of drift chambers.
The CDF detector has a three-level triggering system. The
first two levels are hardware triggers, and the third is a soft-
ware trigger derived from the off-line reconstruction code.
The events used in this analysis satisfied triggers that require
either an electron of high energy ~calorimeter deposition
above ET;8 GeV and an associated track above pT
;7.5 GeV/c! or a muon of high momentum ~pT above
;7.5 GeV/c!.
For the simulation needs of this analysis, we use the
PYTHIA 5.7/JETSET 7.4 generator @16# with several of its pa-
rameters adjusted to achieve a good description of charged-
particle multiplicities of bb¯ events produced in pp¯ colli-
sions. The tuning procedure is summarized in Sec. III B 1.
This analysis is, however, not particularly sensitive to the
tuning. The generated B mesons are decayed using the the
CLEO QQ B-decay Monte Carlo program @17#, and the result-
ing events passed through the standard CDF detector simu-
lation.
B. Data selection
1. B candidate selection
We search for the semileptonic decay of B mesons into an
electron or muon ~which is the basis of the trigger!, a neu-
trino, and a D (*) meson. The D (*) is reconstructed in several
hadronic decay modes. The topology of a representative
semileptonic B decay is shown in Fig. 2. We reconstruct the
following ‘‘decay signatures’’ for our B meson samples:1
~a! B1→nl1D¯ 0, D¯ 0→K1p2,
~b! B1→nl1D¯ 0, D¯ 0→K1p2p1p2,
~c! B0→nl1D2, D2→K1p2p2,
~d! B0→nl1D*2, D*2→D¯ 0ps2 , D¯ 0→K1p2,
~e! B0→nl1D*2, D*2→D¯ 0ps2 , D¯ 0→K1p2p1p2,
~f! B0→nl1D*2, D*2→D¯ 0ps2 , D¯ 0→K1p2p0,
where the pion from the D*2 decay is denoted as ps
2 to
distinguish it from others in the decay sequence. We refer to
each of these as a ‘‘decay signature’’ since they represent the
experimental selection process, which in turn results in sub-
samples that are not exclusively composed of the listed se-
quence of decays. One decay chain of a B meson may mimic
another if particles are missed in the reconstruction. For ex-
ample, the B0 decay sequence written for signature ~d! will
contribute to the event subsample of ~a! if the ps
2 from the
D*2 decay fails the reconstruction criteria. In general, if a
charged particle is missed in the reconstruction, the apparent
B charge is changed, and charged and neutral B meson de-
cays will thereby cross contaminate each other’s signatures.
The contamination between charged and neutral B mesons is
relatively modest, not more than 20% for any of the signa-
tures in this analysis. The separation is aided by the fact that
the first two signatures of l1D¯ 0 have candidates removed if
they are also valid l1D*2 candidates.
1Use of specific particle states in this paper implies the use of the
charge-conjugate states as well.
FIG. 2. Topology of a semileptonic B decay. Measurable par-
ticles are shown as solid lines. The particles ‘‘~X!’’ originating at the
secondary vertex may come from the decays of excited states of D
mesons or from B→nlDX decays.
TABLE I. Predicted properties of B** mesons.
Name J jq
Mass (GeV/c2)
Width DecaysRef. @7# Ref. @8# Ref. @9#
B0* 0
1
2 5.870 5.738 broad (Bp)L50
B1* 1
1
2 5.875 5.757 broad (B*p)L50
B1 1
3
2 5.759 5.700 5.719 narrow (B*p)L52
B2* 2
3
2 5.771 5.715 5.733 narrow (Bp ,B*p)L52
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The sample selection is the same as Ref. @5# except for the
addition of the l1D¯ 0, D¯ 0→K1p2p1p2 signature, which
increased the sample of charged B mesons by nearly 60%.
The reader may refer to this previous work for details of the
B candidate selection; we only outline the approach here and
summarize the kinematic and geometric selection criteria in
Table II.
The tracks of the D (*) daughters must lie within a cone of
DR[A(Dh)21(Df)251.0 around the lepton, and exceed a
pT threshold ~see Table II!. All tracks ~except one in the case
of D0→K1p2p2p1! must use SVX information, and they
must also be consistent with originating in the vicinity of the
same primary vertex. The candidate tracks must form a mass
in a loose window around the nominal D mass, where all
permutations of mass assignments, consistent with the charm
hypothesis, are attempted. The candidate tracks are then
combined in a fit constraining them to a D decay vertex, and
x2 and mass window cuts are imposed. We require the D
tracks to be displaced from the primary vertex based on the
track impact parameter significance d0 /s0 , where d0 is the
impact parameter in the transverse plane with respect to the
primary vertex and s0 is its error. The specific requirement
depends upon the decay signature, as listed in Table II. The
projected transverse distance Lxy(D) between the D vertex
and the primary vertex must be greater than its uncertainty
sLxy @Lxy(D)/sLxy cut in Table II#. We next find the B vertex
by projecting the D back to the lepton track, and their inter-
section determines the B vertex, as sketched in Fig. 2. If the
reconstruction includes a ps
2 from a D*2 decay, the ps
2 is
used to further constrain the B vertex. A loose cut is applied
to the D proper decay length relative to the B vertex ~ctD cut
in Table II!. Some further demands on masses or mass dif-
ferences are summarized in Table II. Finally, the lepton and
the charm candidates are required to be consistent with the
decay of a single B, i.e., the signal must have a l1K1 or
l2K2 correlation.
Figure 3 shows the charm candidate mass distributions for
the six reconstructed B signatures. The solid ~dashed! histo-
grams in the figure are the distributions of the candidates
with the right ~wrong! l2K charge correlation coming from
a single B meson. The wrong-sign distributions show no ex-
cess at the appropriate charm mass, indicating that the right-
sign distributions are clean samples of semileptonic B de-
cays. The numbers of B candidates for each decay signature,
summarized in Table III, are determined by sideband
~hatched regions in Fig. 3! subtraction. This is a straightfor-
ward procedure except for the D¯ 0→K1p2p0 signature ~f!,
where we use the shape of the wrong-sign mass difference
distribution ~dashed histogram! renormalized to the
~hatched! right-sign sideband region. The selections result in
a total of almost 10 000 partially reconstructed B mesons.
2. B** candidate reconstruction
A B** candidate is constructed by combining a B candi-
date with any track compatible with originating from the
primary interaction vertex—generally referred to as a
‘‘prompt’’ track. We assume that every such track was pro-
duced by a pion since we do not efficiently distinguish par-
ticle species. The tracks are required to be reconstructed in
the SVX for precision measurement of the impact parameter,
and have an impact parameter that is less than 3.0 standard
deviations from the primary vertex. Furthermore, only tracks
with transverse momentum greater than 900 MeV/c are used.
This value was determined from the Monte Carlo simula-
tions in order to maximize the significance of the anticipated
B** signal.
TABLE II. Event selection criteria for the six decay signatures. The cut on the impact parameter significance d0 /s0 is applied to D
daughter tracks only. Lxy(D)/sLxy is the transverse D decay length significance relative to the primary vertex, while ctD is the proper decay
length of the D with respect to the B vertex. Dm(D*) is the mass difference between the D* candidate and the D candidate plus the charged
pion mass.
Selection cuts
Decay signatures
lD¯ 0 lD2 lD*2
K1p2 K1p2p1p2 K1p2p2 K1p2 K1p2p1p2 K1p2p0
pT(l). (GeV/c) 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
pT(K). (GeV/c) 0.7 0.8 0.6 fl fl 1.0
pT(p). (GeV/c) 0.5 0.6 fl fl fl 0.8
pT(D). (GeV/c) 2.0 3.0 3.0 fl fl fl
d0 /s0. 3.0 fl 2.0 1.0 0.5 1.0
Lxy(D)/s lxy. 3.0 3.0 5.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
uDm(D*)u, (MeV/c2) fl fl fl 3.0 2.0 fl
m(lD), (GeV/c2) 5.0 5.0 5.0 fl fl fl
20.5,ctD, ~mm! 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.5
um(p1p2)2m(r0)u, (GeV/c2) fl 0.15 fl fl fl fl
um(K1p2)21.5u, (GeV/c2) fl fl fl fl fl 0.2
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The missing neutrino from the semileptonic B decay pre-
vents us from fully reconstructing the B meson.2 Our resolu-
tion on the mass of the B** candidates is thereby impaired
by the unknown momentum of the neutrino. The kinematics
of the B meson decays in our sample are determined mostly
by the acceptance of the lepton triggers and, to a lesser ex-
tent, by the selection requirements on the hadronic D decay
products. The relatively high momentum threshold of the
lepton triggers biases the neutrinos of those B mesons enter-
ing our sample to possess a fairly modest fraction of the full
B momentum. As a result, on average, the reconstructed B
decay products comprise about 85% of the true B momentum
~average B transverse momentum is ;21 GeV/c!, and have
an rms spread about the mean of ;10%.
The mass resolution of the reconstructed B** candidates
can be improved by correcting the measured momentum of
the visible B decay products to account for the loss of the
neutrino. An average multiplicative correction factor for each
decay signature, determined by Monte Carlo simulation, is
applied on an event-by-event basis to the momentum of the
reconstructed B candidate as a function of the mass of the
visible B decay products. Instead of using the direction of the
visible B momentum, the transverse direction of the B meson
is deduced from the B production and decay vertices for a
further improvement in the B** mass resolution.
Despite these corrections, the smearing of the B** candi-
date masses, due to the missing neutrino, is still severe. In-
stead of looking for a B**→Bp6 peak in the mass distri-
bution, we use the mass difference Q[m(Bp)2m(B)
2m(p), where the reconstructed mass of the B candidates is
used. Some of the smearing effects within an event cancel
for this quantity. The resolution of Q is, however, also af-
fected by the decays of the B** to B*, since we do not
reconstruct the soft photon from B*→Bg . Furthermore,
only two of the B** states are expected to be narrow
(;20 MeV/c2), while the other two, making up one third of
all B** states by spin counting, should be broad
(;100 MeV/c2) @7#. Monte Carlo studies indicate that the
TABLE III. The numbers of B candidates in the signal regions and the estimated numbers of B mesons
after background subtraction for each decay signature.
Signature Candidates B mesons
~a! D¯ 0→K1p2 3141 2668653
~b! D¯ 0→K1p2p1p2 3404 1534649
B1 signatures total 6545 4202673
~c! D2→K1p2p2 2275 1454643
~d! D*2→D¯ 0ps2 , D¯ 0→K1p2 891 835629
~e! D*2→D¯ 0ps2 , D¯ 0→K1p2p1p2 618 524623
~f! D*2→D¯ 0ps2 , D¯ 0→K1p2p0 4288 2678659
B0 signatures total 8072 5491682
2The B decay signatures include contributions from B→nlD** decays, for which the pion or photon from
the D** decay chain is also missing. The kinematic effects of these other missing particles are implicitly
included when referring to the ‘‘neutrino,’’ which is usually the dominant source of missing momentum.
FIG. 3. Mass distributions of the D (*) candidates for the six B
decay signatures ~see the text for the alphabetical signature labels!.
The last signature ~f! is for D¯ 0→K1p2p0, where the p0 is not part
of the reconstruction, and the mass difference between the visible
D*2 and D¯ 0 decay products is plotted instead of the mass. The
solid histograms are for the candidates that have the correct charge
correlation for B decays (l6K6), and the dashed histograms for the
opposite correlation. The hatched regions are the sidebands used for
background subtraction. The yields of B mesons are summarized in
Table III.
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resolution of Q for B** decays, in spite of these resolution-
limiting effects, is around 50 MeV/c2 with no significant sys-
tematic shift after correcting the visible B momentum.
The charge of the pion from a B** decay always matches
the light quark content of the associated B meson, i.e., B**
mesons decay into B1p2 or B0p1, as shown in Fig. 4, and
never to B1p1 or B0p2. We label the correct B1p2 and
B0p1 pairings as ‘‘right sign,’’ and the unphysical decay
combination as ‘‘wrong sign.’’ It is important to note that B
mesons with the same b flavor ~e.g., B1 and B0! have the
opposite definition for the right-sign pion charge, i.e., p1 for
B0 and p2 for B1. If one knew, without fail, the flavor and
charge state of the B meson at the time of creation, the B**
would appear as an excess in the right-sign Q distributions
only. In our sample, however, we expect some cross con-
tamination between flavors through B02B¯ 0 oscillations and
incomplete reconstruction of all of the B decay products, as
explained later in the paper.
A further complication is present. The particles produced
in the hadronization of b quarks into B mesons are also ex-
pected to form low-mass combinations with the B candi-
dates, and to favor the same right-sign correlation as in B**
decays. Thus, the primary experimental difficulty in this
analysis is to separate the ~broad! resonant B** signal from
the low-mass nonresonant hadronization background, which
also favors the same right-sign charge correlation.
The Q distributions of our Bp6 candidates are shown in
Fig. 5. These are inclusive distributions, meaning that we do
not choose only one candidate track per B, otherwise biases
may be introduced that are difficult to calculate. Any track
that satisfies our selection criteria enters into these distribu-
tions, so there may be multiple B** candidates per B candi-
date. There is a clear right-sign excess at low Q, but as al-
luded to above, the background ~e.g., wrong-sign candidates!
peak in the same region, and the behavior is quite different
for the charged and neutral signatures. We next consider the
various contributions to Fig. 5, and disentangle the B** sig-
nal from the charge correlated and kinematically similar had-
ronization background in the data.
III. B** BACKGROUNDS
The backgrounds to a potential B** signal can be divided
into two broad classes. We refer to those produced in asso-
ciation with the b quark, and which are therefore dependent
on its charge and momentum, as ‘‘correlated’’ backgrounds.
Those that are independent of the presence of heavy quarks
in the event are ‘‘uncorrelated’’ backgrounds. We sideband
subtract the uncorrelated backgrounds directly in the data,
whereas the correlated ones, especially the one coming from
hadronization tracks around the B meson, require a more
involved treatment.
A. Uncorrelated backgrounds
Three sources of uncorrelated background contributions
are taken into account: fake B meson candidates, ‘‘pile-up’’
events, and particles from the ‘‘underlying’’ event. All three
components are measured from the same data sample that is
used for this analysis, and their contributions are subtracted
before the B-p candidates are analyzed further.
The combinatorial background in the reconstruction of the
D (*) mesons results in fake B meson candidates under the
D (*) mass peaks. We divide the mass spectrum of D (*) can-
didates into signal and sideband regions ~shown in Fig. 3!,
and perform a sideband subtraction on the Q distribution of
the B** candidates. This subtraction is performed indepen-
dently for each B meson signature. This procedure yields the
B-p Q distributions for true B mesons, but there are other
backgrounds to a B** signal that must be considered.
At the higher Tevatron luminosities, it is not unusual to
have multiple hard pp¯ collisions in the same beam crossing,
which we refer to as event ‘‘pile up.’’ The spatial resolution
of the tracking detectors is on the order of a centimeter along
the beam ~z! axis, whereas the collisions have a correspond-
ing ;30 cm rms spread around the center of the detector. It
is usually possible to distinguish which tracks arise from
which interaction, but occasionally a secondary collision will
occur so close in z to the one that produced the B meson that
the two cannot be distinguished. In the latter case, we will
sometimes form B** candidates using pions from pp¯ inter-
actions unrelated to the one that produced the B meson.
We correct for this effect by looking at the distribution of
tracks well separated from the B vertex and then extrapolate
into the region where we are unable to resolve additional
vertices close to the B. We first determine the distribution of
the spatial separations (Dz) along the beam line between the
B production vertex and the z coordinate of tracks in the
event ~i.e., the z coordinate of the point of closest approach
FIG. 5. The Q distributions of the Bp6 candidates in the data
summed over the charged ~left! and neutral ~right! B signatures. The
candidates with the right ~wrong! B-p6 charge correlation are
shown as solid ~dashed! histograms.
FIG. 4. An idealized picture of the decays of B** mesons into B
mesons and charged pions illustrating the pion charge correlations
with the constituent quark types.
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of the track helix to the beam line!. This distribution, shown
in Fig. 6~a!, has a narrow peak at Dz50 that is composed of
tracks coming from the same interaction as the B meson and
that has a width characteristic of the z resolution of the de-
tector. This peak lies on top of a broad Gaussian-like distri-
bution of tracks coming from other ~uncorrelated! pp¯ inter-
actions in the same beam crossing. From the fitted curves in
Fig. 6~a!, the pile-up background accounts for about 5% of
the total tracks we associate with the B production vertex in
the B** reconstruction. We define a signal region (uDzu
,5 cm) and choose sidebands @hatched regions in Fig. 6~a!#
to produce a Dz sideband subtracted Q distribution of the
B-p candidates.
The final uncorrelated background component we take
into account is that from the particles of the ‘‘underlying
event.’’ In most pp¯ collisions, any heavy flavor produced
accounts for only a fraction of all particles emanating from
the collision. The remaining particles are the product of ra-
diation of the remnants of the original ~anti!proton. These
particles are expected to be uncorrelated with the direction of
the b jets, and therefore isotropic in the plane transverse to
the beam. We tested this assumption by verifying that the
azimuthal distribution of particles relative to the recon-
structed B meson over 0,uf~track!2f(B)u,2 is uniform
in the uDhu[uh~track!2h(B)u.1 region.3
We correct for this underlying track background by again
doing a variant of the sideband-subtraction procedure. The
distribution of azimuthal separations between charged par-
ticles and the reconstructed B mesons with uDhu,1, shown
in Fig. 6~b!, reveals that most of the b jet associated with the
B meson is confined to the region uDfu,0.8. One sees from
Fig. 6~c!, consistent with this observation, that the right
wrong-sign asymmetry vanishes outside this ‘‘B’’ region of
uDfu,0.8. The uniform distribution in the 1,uDfu,2 re-
gion is presumed to be dominated by the underlying event
particles, and we use the properties of these tracks to esti-
mate the contribution of the underlying event particles to the
Q distribution. This is accomplished by rotating these tracks
@hatched ‘‘sideband’’ in Fig. 6~b!# in the transverse plane
‘‘under’’ the B meson, i.e., reducing their uDfu by 1. We then
subtract the Q distribution of these ‘‘sideband’’ events from
the raw B-p Q distribution to remove the effect of the un-
derlying event background from the B** candidates.
The Q distribution of the B** candidates, which results
after these three backgrounds have been subtracted from the
raw distribution ~Fig. 5! is shown in Fig. 7. A clear right-sign
excess remains, but one still may not interpret this excess as
a B** signal.
B. Correlated backgrounds
The corrected Q distributions in Fig. 7 consist predomi-
nantly of combinatoric background formed from real B me-
sons combined with hadronization particles from the forma-
tion of the B meson, and the ~potential! B** signal. The
main difficulty in this analysis lies in making a robust dis-
tinction between these two components as they both have
similar kinematic characteristics and a preference for the
right-sign B-p correlation. We use a Monte Carlo inspired
parametrization, constrained by the data, as a model for the
Q distribution of the hadronization background. This ap-
proach to modeling the hadronization background is found to
be fairly insensitive to the details of the simulation.
3We restrict the azimuthal range because the uniformity is spoiled
as uDfu approaches p by the tracks coming from the jet associated
with the other b hadron in the event. This other jet tends to be
back-to-back in f with respect to the B meson, but is largely un-
correlated to it in h.
FIG. 6. Background track distributions: ~a! The Dz distribution
between the B meson’s production vertex and other tracks in the
event for data ~histogram!, and a parametrized fit to the data ~solid
curve!. ~b! The azimuthal distribution Df of tracks with respect to
the B meson direction for uDhu,1, right- and wrong-sign B-p
pairs, are plotted separately. ~c! The azimuthal distribution for the
right-sign excess.
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1. Hadronization particles
Hadronization particles are those resulting from the QCD
processes that form a color-neutral meson from a b quark.
All the B** analyses published to date @10–13# rely on
Monte Carlo calculations to predict the shapes of either Q or
mass distributions @i.e., n(Q)[dN/dQ or dN/dm# for this
background. We found that the available Monte Carlo event
generators poorly describe the complex environment of a
hadron collider in this respect. For this reason we sought to
constrain the shape of this background from the data and
thereby reduce the dependence of the results on the hadroni-
zation model implemented in a given simulation.
A simple approach would be to parametrize the shape of
the Q distribution arising from the hadronization tracks, fit
the parametrization to the wrong-sign Bp combinations
@nWS(Q)# of Fig. 7, and subtract the same distribution from
the right-sign candidates @nRS(Q)# . This is, however, incor-
rect since one does not expect the right-sign and the wrong-
sign hadronization components to have the same magnitude.
A mechanism believed to be responsible for such a differ-
ence is illustrated in Fig. 8: as a b¯ quark hadronizes, it
‘‘pulls’’ quark-antiquark pairs out of the vacuum, and the
first charged pion in the hadronization chain carries a charge
correlated with the flavor of the bottom quark. This is the
same correlation present in B** decays, namely, B1p2 and
B0p1. Pions that form as direct ~or near direct! neighbors to
the B meson in the ~naı¨ve! hadronization chain are expected
to have velocities similar to the B, and they will thus prefer-
entially result in Bp pairs with low Q values similar to B**
decays. While this simple qualitative argument does not en-
compass the full complexity of the hadronization process, the
expected correlation trends have been observed in data by
several experiments @3–5,10#.4 One must, therefore, care-
fully correct the observed Q distributions for the hadroniza-
tion excess of right-sign over wrong-sign particles.
In dealing with the hadronization background, it is conve-
nient to change variables from the right- and wrong-sign
distributions, nRS(Q) and nWS(Q), to an equivalent set of
variables: the total distribution n(Q)5nRS(Q)1nWS(Q) and
the correlation asymmetry
A~Q ![ nRS~Q !2nWS~Q !
nRS~Q !1nWS~Q ! . ~1!
The asymmetry of B** decays would be 11 in a sample of
known B flavor. Background components uncorrelated with
the B mesons have zero asymmetry, but the hadronization
background does not.
Since we do not have access to pure hadronization spectra
in the data, we must resort to Monte Carlo simulation for
guidance in predicting the asymmetries of the hadronization
particles, AHA(Q). We use the PYTHIA/JETSET program for
this purpose. A comparison of this simulation to pp¯ data,
however, reveals a large discrepancy in the distribution of
particle multiplicities as a function of transverse momentum,
which can be ascribed to a poor description of the underlying
event by the simulation. In order to reduce our dependence
on the specific hadronization model employed in the simula-
tion, we adjust the PYTHIA generation parameters such that
we obtain a good description of particle distributions. The
simulation results are compared to the l1D¯ 0, D¯ 0→K1p2
data in terms of the charged particle multiplicity distributions
as a function of pT and, with respect to the B meson, DR and
Df. PYTHIA parameters governing the underlying event are
first tuned to obtain good agreement in a region ‘‘away’’
from the B meson (1,DR,2), after which hadronization
parameters are adjusted to describe the distributions near the
B meson (DR,0.6). The values of the ‘‘tuned’’ PYTHIA pa-
rameters can be found in Ref. @5#, and a full description of
the procedure is in Ref. @18#.
While the tuning procedure reduces our dependence on
the simulation, there nevertheless remains an uncertainty as-
sociated with how the simulation model influences the ex-
traction of any B** signal. To study the sensitivity to the
simulation, we further varied generation parameters and ex-
plored the parameter ranges that are able to describe the data.
This study indicated that the most sensitive effect on track
distributions was through the ‘‘string fragmentation pT
width’’ (spT
frag) parameter of PYTHIA, especially when trying
to affect the particle pT distributions. As such, we chose this
parameter to define two extremes of the simulation. The ‘‘de-
fault’’ PYTHIA simulation ~largely tuned to high-energy e1e2
data! is used as one extreme of the simulation. The other
extreme, the ‘‘overtuned’’ simulation, is defined by shifting
spT
frag from the tuned value by the difference between its
4The excess of right-sign hadronization tracks in this picture,
along with the contribution from B** decays, is the mechanism of
the flavor-tagging technique proposed in Ref. @2#.
FIG. 7. The Q distributions of the Bp6 candidates in the data
after the subtraction of the uncorrelated backgrounds from the raw
distributions of Fig. 5.
FIG. 8. A simplified picture of the hadronization mechanism
that results in a flavor-charge correlation of B mesons and associ-
ated charged pions.
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tuned and default values, but in the opposite direction. The
values of the other tuning parameters are then determined by
readjusting them to obtain the best match—by the same pro-
cedures used in the original tuning—between the overtuned
simulation and the data. The shift in spT
frag between the tuned
and the extreme values is more than an order of magnitude
larger than the ‘‘1s’’ uncertainty estimated from the original
tuning of the Monte Carlo. We quantify the simulation un-
certainty by using this much larger shift to be conservative.
The tuned simulation is then used for our nominal descrip-
tion of hadronization particles, and the default and overtuned
simulations are used as our 1s variations.
The predicted asymmetries of the hadronization particles
are shown in Fig. 9 for all three sets of parameters. Overall,
they have quite different Q distributions, but, significantly,
the asymmetries are not very sensitive to the Monte Carlo
parameters in the low-Q region, where we expect the B**
signal to be. The divergent behavior at high-Q has little bear-
ing on our result since very few hadronization particles are
produced in that region and this corresponds to masses above
the region of interest. The asymmetries for charged and neu-
tral B mesons are also seen to behave differently,5 and there-
fore the charged and neutral composition of the various ~im-
pure! B decay signatures requires careful treatment ~Sec.
IV A!.
In addition to the asymmetry AHA(Q) we need the total
number distribution n(Q) of the hadronization background
to completely describe the data. In order to further insulate
our results from the simulation, we do not rely upon the
Monte Carlo to determine this distribution, but we instead
used the simulation as a guide to formulate a parametrization
of the shape of n(Q) and use the data to fit for the free
parameters. We empirically found that
n~Q !5N exp~2Q/W!QR ~2!
well described the shapes of the different Monte Carlo simu-
lations. Fits of this parametrization to the simulated distribu-
tions indicate that the various subsamples do not prefer sig-
nificantly different values of R. This parameter is also highly
correlated with the ‘‘width’’ W in the fits, and varying both
R and W amounts to overparametrizing the Q distribution.
For these reasons, we fix R to its tuned Monte Carlo value.
Furthermore, the widths ~W! of the distributions for charged
and neutral B hadronization particles were indistinguishable
for a given set of PYTHIA parameters, which we exploit by
imposing this as a constraint in our model.
We therefore describe the hadronization Q distributions in
the data by the parametrization of Eq. ~2! with separate nor-
malizations Nu and Nd for charged and neutral mesons, a
common width W, and the fractional excess AHA(Q) of
right-sign over wrong-sign tracks fixed to the tuned asymme-
try distributions in Fig. 9. We do not rely upon the simulation
to determine the values of the three n(Q) parameters, rather
they are constrained by the data by allowing them to float in
the fits of the measured Q distributions when extracting the
B** signal in Sec. IV B. We thus reduce our dependence on
the specific hadronization model employed in the simulation
to the tuned PYTHIA asymmetry dependence, while using the
default and the overtuned distributions to estimate the sys-
tematic uncertainty due to the asymmetry constraint.
2. Other correlated backgrounds
There remain a few potential backgrounds that are not
accounted for so far. The sideband subtractions of the D (*)
mass distributions ~Sec. III A! remove fake D (*) back-
grounds, and the absence of a signal in the wrong-sign
(l6K7) charm mass distributions ~see Fig. 3! means random
~possibly fake! leptons paired with real D (*) mesons are
rare. Other backgrounds that may be biased toward the cor-
rect l6K6 correlation are, however, not accounted for by this
mass sideband subtraction. There are several physical pro-
cesses that can mimic the correct correlation and must still be
considered. In contrast to the previously described back-
grounds, we do not handle these by sideband subtraction, but
instead fold in their charge correlated Q distributions as part
of the B** fit discussed in Sec. IV.
A significant fraction of B mesons in our sample decay
through D** mesons. The pions from subsequent D**
→D (*)p6 decays originate at the secondary vertex ~see Fig.
2!, but some fraction of them will be consistent with having
come from the primary vertex and possibly pose as pions
from B** decays. The charge of these pions is fully corre-
lated with the B flavor. We do not attempt to reconstruct the
D** states, and requiring all candidate tracks to be incom-
patible with originating from the secondary vertex, signifi-
5Studies comparing data to simulation @5# indicate that these dif-
ferences are due to the fact that the hadronization process produces
a different p1/K1/p mix for B0 compared to B1. For example, the
generalization of the naı¨ve picture of Fig. 8 results in the correlation
that a B1 will be accompanied by a K2 ~which we treat as p2!,
whereas the B0 is accompanied by K¯ 0, which is lost to our B**
reconstruction. The Monte Carlo simulation predicts that kaons ac-
count for nearly two-thirds of the hadronization difference between
B1 and B0, and the remainder is caused by protons.
FIG. 9. Asymmetries of the b hadronization particles associated
with the two meson types, as produced by the PYTHIA/JETSET Monte
Carlo generator. The three sets of curves were produced using dif-
ferent sets of generator parameters ~see the text!, our nominal de-
scription is given by the ‘‘tuned’’ set. The definition of right-sign
correlation depends on the flavor of the meson, i.e., positive asym-
metry around Bu(Bd) means an excess of p2(p1).
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cantly reduces the acceptance for B** candidates. To ac-
count for this effect, we add the predicted contribution of the
D** pions to the other background distributions when cal-
culating the B** production fraction. The magnitude of this
contribution is a function of branching ratios and detection
efficiencies.6
We also consider the effect of Bs**→B1K2 decays. Here
the kaons—which are not experimentally distinguished from
pions—do come from the primary vertex, and therefore con-
tribute to the sample of B** candidates. The Q shape of this
contribution is determined from a Monte Carlo calculation
using the Bs** mass spectrum predicted in Ref. @9#. For the
rate of Bs** production relative to Bs , we use the B** to B
production rate scaled by the relative Bs
0 to Bd
0 rates. The Bs
0
to Bd
0 rate is obtained from the measured ratio of the had-
ronization probabilities f s / f d50.3060.07 @20#, with a fur-
ther correction for the Bs**→BK feed down. The B** pro-
duction rate is one of the unknown parameters we are
determining, so the Bs** rate is expressed as a function of the
floating B** rate as well as the f s / f d constraint in the even-
tual fit. The charged kaon background is only associated with
charged B mesons, but Bs** decays also contribute Bd
0 me-
sons to the samples through Bs**→B0K0 decays. These ef-
fects, which contribute a few percent to the sample size, are
also included in the fitting process.
Finally, higher-order heavy flavor production may also
contribute B-p candidates to our sample. In particular, gluon
splitting to cc¯ or bb¯ can result in both heavy quarks being
near each other and give rise to correlations that may affect
the analysis. The B→l1D (*)X signal can be contaminated
by g→cc¯ when the lepton comes from one charm hadron
and the other was reconstructed as a D (*). The correct l6K6
charge correlation is present to enter the B sample, but these
events rarely pass the selection criteria. Constraints obtained
from the data have shown that this cc¯ contribution is negli-
gible @5#.
On the other hand, g→bb¯ production is potentially a con-
cern since our procedure for subtracting the underlying event
contribution assumes that there are no decay products of the
other b quark—whose charge is correlated with the detected
B meson—in the azimuthal region of the detector perpen-
dicular to the B meson direction @i.e., the 1,uDfu,2 side-
band region of Fig. 6~b!#. In this case the decay products of
the b hadron will bias the background subtraction and distort
the Q distributions. To account for this effect, we generated
events using the PYTHIA program, but reweighted them to
agree with the bb¯ azimuthal distributions of a next-to-
leading-order QCD calculation @21#. From these events, we
determined the shape of the charge-correlated Q distributions
to model the g→bb¯ contribution, and add it into the back-
ground mix used later in the fit. The rate of this process is not
well known; to be conservative we assume it contributes a
fraction of 30%, with an uncertainty equal to its full value.
We found this uncertainty to have a very small effect on the
precision of the final results.
IV. EXTRACTING THE B** PRODUCTION FRACTION
The observed right- and wrong-sign B-p Q distributions
~Fig. 7! are composed of weighted averages of different
types of Q distributions: those from B** decays, B1 and B0
mesons plus hadronization particles, and some residual phys-
ics backgrounds ~Sec. III B 2!. The weights for each type of
contribution are determined by the relative detection effi-
ciencies and decay branching ratios of the decay chains in-
volved. Knowledge of these, and the shapes of the various Q
distributions, enables one to extract the B** component by
comparing these expectations to the observed Q distributions
in the data.
To obtain the B** production fraction, we perform a
binned x2 fit of the ensemble of Q distribution shapes to the
background-corrected distributions of Fig. 7. The relative
weighting factors of each contribution are, however, compli-
cated by the fact that there are a large number of decay
chains contributing varying amounts of ‘‘cross talk’’ between
B0 and B1 decay signatures. A map of the decay chains is
shown in Fig. 10, and the cross talk between the upper and
lower halves of the diagram must be unraveled before a B**
signal can be extracted.
A. Fitting the Q distributions
To describe the origin and characteristics of B-p candi-
dates, we consider all the possible decay chains that contrib-
ute to the B signatures, the sources of all charged particles
6We use f **50.3660.12 as the fraction of semileptonic B decays
to D** states ~derived from CLEO measurements @19#!. For the
relative branching fraction (PV) of D**→D*p , appropriately
weighted for B mesons decaying into the four different D** states,
we use 0.3360.28 as previously measured in this same sample @5#.
Reconstruction efficiencies are determined by simulation.
FIG. 10. Diagram of decay transitions con-
tributing to the l2D (*) samples. The left-hand
side portrays the strong decays of excited B me-
sons to the ground state, the weak semileptonic
decays of the B0,1 occur in the middle, and the
right-hand side shows the decay paths of the vari-
ous charm mesons that result.
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that are paired with the B candidates, and importantly, pre-
serve the kinematic and charge correlations between them.
We first consider the hadronization particles, schemati-
cally arising on the far left side of Fig. 10. The nature of the
hadronization particles is specific to the charge state of the
associated B (*,**) meson.7 The Q distribution nu(Q) de-
scribing the hadronization products associated with a bottom
meson containing a u quark, is different from the distribution
nd(Q) for the production of one with a d quark. A pure
sample of a particular ground-state bottom meson, say B0,
arises from the production of B, B*, and B** mesons. The
B-p hadronization distribution for directly produced B0 me-
sons is nd(Q), but B0 mesons arising from B**1→B0p1
decays will follow nu(Q) instead. This results in one type of
a cross talk, i.e., a pure sample of B0 mesons has a mixture
of both nd(Q) and nu(Q) hadronization particles. The mag-
nitude of this effect depends upon the B** production frac-
tion that we wish to measure.
The hadronization Q distribution for a pure sample of
ground-state B mesons containing an ‘‘x’’ light quark is
nx8~Q !5nx~Q !aCx ~Q !1ny~Q !a Ix~Q !, ~3!
where ‘‘y’’ represents the light quark constituent of the cross-
talk meson. The coefficients a quantify the magnitude of the
cross talk. For example, a I
x is the fraction of detected Bx
mesons that were produced via a By** meson and decayed
through a charged pion. The subscripts C and I stand for
‘‘correct’’ and ‘‘incorrect’’ association between the type ~u or
d! of B meson and the hadronization distribution, and aC
1a I51. For this particular instance of cross talk, these co-
efficients can be written
aC5
12h**@12~1/3!eB**#
12h**~12eB**!
, ~4!
a I5
~2/3!h**eB**
12h**~12eB**!
, ~5!
where h** is the fraction of b quarks hadronizing into light
B mesons that are B** states—the number we wish to
measure—and eB** is the efficiency for detecting a B meson
produced in B** decay relative to one produced directly in
the hadronization process. The latter is a function of the
masses of the B** states and is near 80% with our selection
requirements. The factor of 2/3 is the fraction of B** me-
sons that contribute to the cross talk by decaying through a
charged pion; we assume it is determined by strong isospin
conservation.
The right- and wrong-sign B-p correlations are conve-
niently handled in terms of asymmetries @Eq. ~1!#. Given that
the production asymmetry for an x-type meson is Ax(Q), the
asymmetry for the Bx ground-state sample is
Ax8~Q !5
Ax~Q !nx~Q !aCx 2Ay~Q !ny~Q !a Ix
nx~Q !aCx ~Q !1ny~Q !a Ix~Q !
. ~6!
Note that the asymmetries in this equation are subtracted in
the numerator, which is a direct consequence of the fact that
the definition of the right-sign B-p correlation is opposite for
the two B meson charge states, B1 and B0.
Equations ~3! and ~6! provide the means to predict the
observed Q distributions for hadronization particles account-
ing for the cross talk arising from B** decay. We generalize
this approach by adding to the weighted averages n8 and A8
the contribution from the B** signal. This source has an
asymmetry equal to 11 @i.e., nWS(Q)50# and a shape deter-
mined from the Monte Carlo simulation. The shape is depen-
dent upon the masses of the four B** states, but it is strongly
distorted by the kinematics of the unobserved neutrino such
that most of the structure is washed out. Its a weight is given
by the their relative production rate h** and detection effi-
ciency eB** . Both the production rate and the collective B**
mass are the parameters to be determined in this analysis.
At this point we have the Q description for idealized B0
and B1 samples. The actual samples of six decay signatures
are not pure. Samples derived from B0 mesons will have an
additional cross talk arising from B02B¯ 0 oscillations. We
account for this effect by obtaining a mixing corrected asym-
metry A9 for the B0 components by multiplying the asym-
metry prior to mixing A8 by the factor (122xeff), where xeff
is the probability that a reconstructed neutral B meson has
decayed as an antiparticle of the produced one. This prob-
ability depends upon the true time-integrated mixing prob-
ability as well as the acceptance as a function of the proper
time of B decay, and from Monte Carlo calculations it is
found to be 2161% for our data sample. Note that B02B¯ 0
oscillations reduce the asymmetry of both the B** signal
and the hadronization background, since both are correlated
with the B mesons at the time of production, not decay.
The last instance of cross talk to account for is that be-
tween the charged and neutral decay chains caused by decays
through the excited states of D mesons—the right half of Fig.
10. The final composition of the signal and background is
given by formulas like Eqs. ~3! and ~6!, but the coefficients
aC and a I are calculated in a more involved way from the
parameters determining the relative branching ratios of the
various decay chains and their relative reconstruction effi-
ciencies following Ref. @5#.
Finally the effects of the residual correlated backgrounds
of Sec. III B 2 are included. The Q distributions obtained
from the simulation are introduced into the weighted average
of the asymmetry, with a weights determined by the produc-
tion, decay, and acceptance of each particular process.
The full expressions describing the weights of the Q dis-
tribution due to these various processes are straightforward
to derive, but they are somewhat intricate, and we do not
reproduce them here as they do not aid the discussion. Some
of these weights depend upon the B** fraction we seek. The
combined effects of the various contributions to the charge
correlated B-p Q distributions are fit to the sideband sub-
7We assume that the hadronization particles produced in associa-
tion with the excited states of B mesons are of the same nature as
the ones around the ground state of the same charge.
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tracted distributions obtained from the data. The fit is a
Q-binned x2 fit, performed simultaneously over all decay
signatures.
The composition of the background is highly correlated
with the B** production fraction h**, which is being mea-
sured, as well as with other sample composition parameters,
such as f **, xeff , and PV , that determine the magnitudes of
the three instances of cross talk, i.e., B** decays through
charged pions, B02B¯ 0 oscillations, and decays through ex-
cited D meson states. The fit is, therefore, generalized to
include x2 constraints for these other external parameters.
For each of these ‘‘constrained floating’’ parameters, we in-
clude a term xP
2 5@(Pmeas2P)/s(P)#2 in the full x2, where
Pmeas is the measured value of parameter P, and s(P) is its
uncertainty. These values are either taken from measure-
ments in other experiments or determined from our data in a
measurement separate from the B** fit @5#.
This arrangement of constrained floating parameters aids
in the proper estimation of the fit errors. Estimating the sys-
tematic errors due to the fixed input parameters by the com-
mon practice of varying each of these parameters in turn by
1s, would overestimate the total uncertainty because of the
correlations between the parameters. On the other hand, the
correlations are automatically accounted for by letting the
parameters float. However, the fitter then returns an uncer-
tainty that is the combination of statistical and systematic
effects, s total . The two classes of uncertainties are separated
by repeating the fit with all the constrained floating param-
eters fixed to the values obtained from the full x2 minimiza-
tion. This reduced fit yields the pure statistical uncertainty
sstat , and, in the Gaussian approximation, we obtain the sys-
tematic uncertainty by subtracting in quadrature,
ssyst
corr5As total2 2sstat2 . ~7!
This systematic uncertainty only includes the effects related
to the floating ~correlated! fit parameters. Other uncertainties,
external to the fit, are added in quadrature as usual.
B. Results
The right- and wrong-sign Q distributions of all six decay
signatures are fit simultaneously. The variables that float
freely ~unconstrained! in the x2 fit are the B** production
fraction (h**) and the three parameters describing the
dashed hadronization background @the Bu and Bd amplitudes
Nu and Nd , and the common shape parameter W of Eq.
~2!8#. In this way we have relied upon the Monte Carlo had-
ronization model to guide us in selecting a simple parametri-
zation for this background, but the data determines its am-
plitude and specific shape. The remainder of the parameters
float, but are constrained to their externally measured values.
The results of the fit are shown in Fig. 11. The points are
the data Q distributions, the dashed curves are the fitted
shapes of the hadronization component, the dotted histo-
grams are the sums of all backgrounds, and the solid histo-
grams are the totals including the fitted B** signal. The
complete set of fit parameters is listed in Table IV, including
the input constraint values. The fit parameters that determine
the sample composition yield the values given in Table V for
the coefficients quantifying the B02B1 purity of each decay
signature. The cross contamination between these ground-
state mesons amounts to no more than 20% in any signature.
The fraction of Bs** mesons contributing to the sample, de-
termined by the sample composition fit parameters f s / f d ,
h**, and eB** ~Table IV! is only 3.7%.
From the fit we also learn that the greater right-sign ex-
cess seen in B1 vs B0Q distributions—while expected from
the greater Bu
(*,**) hadronization excess ~see Fig. 9!—is fur-
ther exaggerated in Fig. 11 by the additional B**→Bp6
cross talk, and the asymmetry reduction occurring in B0 me-
sons due to B02B¯ 0 mixing.
Finally, we find the B** production fraction, i.e., the
probability that a b quark hadronizing into a light B meson
forms an orbitally excited state, to be
h**50.2860.06~stat!60.03~syst!. ~8!
The breakdown of these uncertainties is shown in Table VI.
The statistical error can be attributed to several sources: the
B meson sample size, the component arising from the statis-
tical limitations in the constraint of the hadronization shape
~the ‘‘floating hadronization’’! to the lD (*) data, and, simi-
larly, from the statistical error in the determination of the
‘‘constrained floating’’ fit parameters that are based on the
lD (*) data sample ~i.e., PV and the soft pion efficiency!. The
systematic uncertainty also has three major classes: the con-
strained floating parameters of the fit that are determined
8As mentioned before, the the power R in Eq. ~2! is fixed to 1.1
~from the simulation! since R is an excess degree of freedom in the
parametrization.
FIG. 11. The sideband subtracted B-p6Q distributions of the
data ~points! compared to the fit results. The dashed curves are the
fitted hadronization component, the dotted histograms include all
backgrounds, and the solid histograms are the totals including the
fitted B** signal.
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externally to the lD (*) sample ~i.e., the ‘‘external param-
eters’’ listed in the lower portion of Table IV!, the systemat-
ics associated with the hadronization asymmetry parametri-
zation ~i.e., what is left over after accounting for the above
statistical uncertainty in its parametrization!, and the contri-
bution from gluon splitting. As expected, the largest contri-
bution to the statistical uncertainty comes from floating the
shape of the hadronization component in the fit. Similarly,
the largest contribution to the systematic uncertainty comes
from varying the nominal hadronization asymmetry. This
analysis would thus greatly benefit from a more precise
means of determining the hadronization background.
To test the hypothesis that background fluctuations could
account for our observation, we fit many Monte Carlo gen-
erated Q distributions of background only, randomized to
represent the statistical power of the data sample. We found
that the probability of such a fluctuation to mimic the B**
signal is lower than 1026, including systematic effects.
The experimental resolution does not enable us to disen-
tangle the four B** states, but we may determine an average
mass of the ensemble. We assume the relative production
rates of the four mesons are governed by spin counting and
use a theoretical prediction of the mass splittings. Templates
of the B**Q distributions are constructed for different sets
of B** masses. The shape of the distribution is dominated
by the smearing caused by missing daughter particles, pre-
dominantely the neutrino, and any separation between the
four states is largely washed out. For a given hypothesis of
the mass splittings, we fit the expected shape of the B**
template to the data while collectively varying the masses by
stepping through the mass of the narrowest state, the B1 ~J
51, jq5 32 !. The x2’s of the fits of the template Q distribu-
tions, derived from the splittings calculated in Ref. @9#, are
shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 12 as a function of
m(B1). The minimum corresponds to
m~B1!55.7160.02~stat%syst!GeV/c2, ~9!
TABLE IV. Fit parameters and results for extracting the B** fraction: The four freely floating parameters,
which determine the B** fraction and hadronization shapes, are distinguished by their ‘‘input values’’ being
‘‘free.’’ The remaining parameters are the constrained floating parameters, which have a x2 term constraining
them in the fit to the listed ‘‘input value’’ by their ‘‘input error.’’ The constrained parameter above the
dividing line contributes to the statistical uncertainty of the final result ~as it depends upon the data sample!.
Systematic uncertainties arise from those parameters below the line, i.e., the so-called ‘‘external parameters,’’
which are determined from sources external to this the data sample. The ‘‘output error’’ column is therefore
a combination of statistical and a part of the systematic uncertainties, as discussed in the text.
Fit parameters
Input
value
Input
error
Output
value
Output
error
B** fraction h** Free fl 0.28 0.06
B1 hadronization normalization Nu Free fl 0.95 0.13
B0 hadronization normalization Nd Free fl 0.92 0.12
Q-hadronization width W Free fl 0.23 0.01
Relative D**→D*p rate PV 0.33 0.28 0.42 0.24
Reconstruction efficiency for ps eps 0.74 0.02 0.86 0.07
Relative rate of B→nlD* vs nlD R f 2.5 0.6 2.3 0.6
Fraction of B→lX decays to D**’s f ** 0.36 0.12 0.32 0.11
Ratio of B1 to B1 lifetimes tB1 /tB0 1.02 0.05 1.03 0.05
Ratio of Bs
0 to Bd
0 hadronization f s / f d 0.30 0.07 0.29 0.07
Effective x for B0 mixing xeff 0.21 0.01 0.21 0.01
Reconstruction efficiency for B from B** eB** 0.763 0.012 0.76 0.01
Reconstruction efficiency for p from B** ep** 0.531 0.015 0.53 0.02
Reconstruction efficiency for p from D** eD** 0.160 0.009 0.16 0.01
Reconstruction efficiency for B from Bs** es** 0.623 0.025 0.62 0.02
Reconstruction efficiency for K from Bs** eK** 0.664 0.064 0.67 0.06
TABLE V. The values of the fraction parameters describing the light quark composition of the recon-
structed B signatures. For example, 82.1% of the lKp events contain a Bu
1
, and 17.9% a Bd0.
Signature Kp K3p Kpp Kpps K3pps Kpp0ps
au 0.821 0.826 0.195 0.066 0.072 0.077
ad 0.179 0.174 0.805 0.934 0.928 0.923
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which is in very good agreement with the predicted value
m(B1)55.719 GeV/c2. Also shown in Fig. 12 are the corre-
sponding values of h** as a function of m(B1). There is a
relatively small dependence, relative to the uncertainty, of
h** on m(B1) in the immediate neighborhood of the fit
minimum.
The quoted uncertainty on the mass includes only the sys-
tematic effects accounted for in calculating the production
fraction, but does not include the theoretical uncertainty on
the shape of the B** peak. If, for example, we vary the
splitting between the B0* and the B1 states from the assumed
119 MeV/c2 to 1170 MeV/c2 @8#, or to 2109 MeV/c2
@10–12#, while preserving the splittings between two wide
and the two narrow states, we observe a shift of 220 and
120 MeV/c2 in the respective m(B1) values obtained.
V. SUMMARY
In conclusion, we have observed the production of orbit-
ally excited B** mesons in pp¯ collisions and measured the
probability for the creation of an L51 state among the light
B mesons to be 0.2860.06(stat)60.03(syst). In addition,
assuming a model-dependent set of splittings for the four
B** states, we extract the mass of the narrowest B** state
to be m(B1)55.7160.02 GeV/c2.
The main advantage of the method presented in this
analysis over other methods published to date, is that we use
relatively little input from the Monte Carlo calculation to
predict the properties of the largest background, the b had-
ronization particles. The shape-determining parameters of
the hadronization component are left free to float in the fit
and only the ratio of abundances of right-sign and wrong-
sign particles is input from the Monte Carlo calculation. The
main drawback of this approach is the resulting large statis-
tical uncertainty on the measured B** fraction, since the
highly correlated characteristics of the hadronization compo-
nent are being determined from the same data.
This analysis is a further step toward experimentally un-
raveling the sources of the tagging power of the B flavor-
tagging method used in Refs. @3, 5, 6#, and may aid in the
construction of better B flavor taggers. Significant improve-
ments in this analysis could be obtained in the future by a
better understanding of the hadronization process in the pp¯
environment, and distinguishing the narrow from the wide
B** resonances. This separation may be possible with the
large exclusively reconstructed B samples available in the
next Tevatron collider run. Such an effort would be greatly
aided by K-p separation from a particle identification sys-
tem.
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